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whether you need to transfer or burn information such as mp3s, images, and other files, itransfer offers a wide variety of functionality and fast processing speeds. with the ability to listen to music on a cd, transfer or burn music, images and videos, itransfer also enables you to transfer, backup, and organize your personal information. hi - i have bought a behringer uca 222, hoping
it would be the device i needed to convert my almost 100 mixtapes. however, i cannot make it work. i connect my cassette player's rca 'out' plugs to the behringer device's corresponding rca 'in' plugs, and the behinger's cable to my mabook air's usb. i press play on the cassette player, click the record button in audacity, but it does not register any signal. switchen the behringer's
monitor on and off, or changing its output volume does not help. oddly, if i plug a headphone in the behringer's headphone jack, i can hear the music from the cassette without problems. what am i doing wrong sylvania loaded up this model with a host of awesome features. from the built in dvd player to the powerful 1.3ghz quad-core processor, you can use this tablet/dvd player
for fun and for work at the touch of a button use anywhere there is wi-fi. the on board memory is 16gb. comes with built in camera. with the google play app so you can start shopping, downloading and listening right out of the box hi - i have bought a behringer uca 222, hoping it would be the device i needed to convert my almost 100 mixtapes. however, i cannot make it work. i

connect my cassette player's rca 'out' plugs to the behringer device's corresponding rca 'in' plugs, and the behinger's cable to my mabook air's usb. i press play on the cassette player, click the record button in audacity, but it does not register any signal.
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in most cases, a straight out of the box cassette to mp3 player cable will suffice for connecting your cassette
deck to your computer. the wall speaker model pictured above might be all that is needed to use your existing
cassette player. if you do need to purchase additional speaker cables in order to play your music at a higher

volume, you can find these by simply typing "speaker cables" on google. many people who are looking to
record their own music and save their songs on your computer have found that a bluetooth enabled digital

music player is a great way to go. this device allows you to connect to your mp3 player with just a single cable
and leaves the device ready to go whenever you want. if you are looking for a more permanent solution for

keeping your music on your computer, an itunes backup/rip program is a great way to help you organize your
collection and remove the need to duplicate your music across multiple devices. for those interested, there are

a few types of guitar amplifiers that will allow you to connect your cassette player to the external speakers.
these amplifiers provide a "to cassette" signal that can be "re-tuned" to match the frequencies of the original
recording. if this is the sort of equipment you're looking for, you can easily find them at guitar specialty shops

like enrico tazzi , the guitar company , guitarsamp.com and guitarsongtone.com . if you are looking for a
simple digital recorder, many mp3 players are available. for example, sony's walkman dj-mv series is a great
option as they are able to easily record live or pre-recorded audio. this type of device is really only suited for
use with a single song and may not be the best solution for someone who is looking to record a whole album.
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